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Pre/face: Amnion

amnion (n.)
innermost membrane around the embryo of a higher vertebrate
(reptiles, birds, mammals), 1660s, Modern Latin, from Greek amnion
"membrane around a fetus," originally "vase in which the blood of a
sacrifice was caught," which is of unknown origin; sometimes said to
be from ame "bucket," or a diminutive of amnos "lamb."

I came up with six heteronyms for Narcissus, all layers of glaze based on
different associations: Poet, Queer, Junkie, Seer, Mantis, Acephalus. These
are not separate; one leads to the other, like distinct gradients in pressure,
and I trust them all.
The struggle in writing comes not so much from research demands
(since the choice of them is quite personal and undoubtedly prejudiced) but
rather from constant scaling: Control versus experiment, coherency versus
abstraction and arguments versus delirium. I tried my best to make this
endeavor into something more than an excuse for generating my newest
psychographic ethics and iridescence.
Yet, I failed and I am glad.
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Since the early 20th century, Narcissus has undoubtedly influenced western
thought in how we get to perceive and talk about our subjectivity in a
way that feels more natural. Its most notable text source remains Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, written in 8 CE, and its most radical reading comes from
the father of psychoanalysis Sigmund Freud and his essay “On Narcissism”,
published in 1919.
Narcissus (and its meta-product narcissism) has been elaborated in
a significant number of texts and artworks, due to his acting as a perfect
advocate for the human subject, probing into desire, identification,
mortality and transformation. Moreover, surrealist thought in the 1920s
turned him (and Orpheus) into an ideal symbol or representative of what
an artist could mean or feel like, cementing his influence and value in the
culture that would emerge.
In my thesis, I will try to employ Narcissus as a process or what I would call
a rhizomatic virus (see more in 1.2) and apply him directly to me: Think of
Narcissus as my mediator or a catalyst enabling me to interact with some
critical data and sources linked with the construction of my artistic identity
over the years. I will be primarily tracking and filtering a selection of data
from cultural sources and then “run” Narcissus, in order to scan, reshape
and re-constitute them. Let’s call this a defragmentation of a psyche that is
prone to perform artistically.
Hopefully, by the end, I will have covered a route that shows how
Narcissus interplays in various fields that I find crucial when reflecting
on art; metaphysics, aesthetics, linguistics, alchemy, altered states,
gender politics, sexual cannibalism and mental incarceration (Note again:
subjective fields, subjective data).
Finally, I see this thesis not only as a somewhat concealed artistic
statement or a play of associations, but in addition, as an open invitation:
Run “Narcissus” (or other “viruses” that you may devise) in your own
bloodstream. Do so, like holding a mirror in front of a soul.
*
The myth of Narcissus is one of the finest foundations of how the western
world has used dualism to interpret the notion of identification with
oneself. The myth belongs to the ancient Greek-Roman literary tradition
and its most well-known source comes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In
Book III, Ovid writes about the young boy Narcissus and the nymph Echo,
whose fates, perplexedly interwoven by the gods, we follow in its route from
pathos to ecstasy.
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Narcissus is the son of the river god Cephisus and the naiad Liriope. When
he is born, his parents consult the blind seer Tiresias, on whether Narcissus
is going to have a long good life. They get this enigmatic answer: “If he
does not discover himself ”. By the time Narcissus turns sixteen, he is so
beautiful that almost no young boy or girl can resist falling in love with him.
Yet, Narcissus fails to respond to any love requests.
Echo is a mountain nymph who has no voice of her own to express
herself, due to a curse from goddess Juno. She is only able to repeat
someone’s last words in a sentence. Later in the story she decides to declare
her love to Narcissus, repeating some of his words and then appearing to
him. Narcissus rejects her and breaks her heart. She then starts to fade away
until nothing is left of her, except for that voice.
Eventually, another scorned lover will cast a curse on Narcissus: “So
may he himself love, and so may he fail to command what he loves!” This
leads to divine punishment carried out by goddess Nemesis, who lures
Narcissus into a curious fountain. He kneels down to satisfy his thirst, stares
at his own reflection in the water and falls in love with what he sees, not
associating it with his self-image. In a haze, he seeks to establish a physical
connection, unfortunately in vain. When Narcissus addresses desperate
words of love to his reflection, Echo appears again (as a voice) using those
words back to him, thus finding a way to express her love and compassion.
Narcissus begins to realize, painfully, that he cannot possess his object of
desire, for what he wants is none other than himself as a reflected image.
So, he stays like this, unable to do anything else than but staring at these
waters, until his body has withered away. He dies and Echo vanishes, too.
The story, though, concludes:
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(…) “but there was no body.
They came upon a flower,
instead of his body, with white
petals surrounding a yellow
heart.” [1]
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(…) “but there was no body. They
came upon a flower, instead
of his body, with white petals
surrounding a yellow heart.” [1]

(Fig.2) Narcissus Poeticus (Poet’s Daffodil)
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Narcissus as Poet

verse (n.)
late Old English (replacing Old English fers, an early West Germanic
borrowing directly from Latin), "line or section of a psalm or
canticle," later "line of poetry" (late 14c.), from Anglo-French and
Old French vers "line of verse; rhyme, song," from Latin versus "a line,
row, line of verse, line of writing," from PIE root *wer- (2) "to turn,
bend." The metaphor is of plowing, of "turning" from one line to
another (vertere = "to turn") as a plowman does.

This chapter explores the relation of Narcissus with poetics
and art-making. The pool of Narcissus seen as an allegory for
the white page, the white canvas and so on.
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1.1
Autoagiography

“The mirror is the place where we discover that we have an image and, at
the same time, that this image can be separate from us, that our species or
imago does not belong to us. Between the perception of the image and the
recognition of oneself in it, there is a gap, which the medieval poets called love.
In this sense, Narcissus’s mirror is the source of love, the fierce and shocking
realization that the image is and is not our image.”
Profanations, Giorgio Agamben

How can one (or something) be the thing and the idea about the thing at
the same time? There is only a flickering that connects the two. I blink and
therefore I am and I am not. There is this constant interplay of potentiality
and loss when it comes to reflection. The same law that governs both
Narcissus and Art, turning them into a fractal of representations that has
no clear entry or exit points, and is in perpetual motion. In both cases, I
see a multiplicity constituted by the friction between desire and the external
world, that breaks down into these parts: the person as input (Narcissus/
artist), the mediator that reflects, translates or encodes (pool/white page)
and the final output (reflected image/artwork).
One could see it like this: when Narcissus reflects, he escapes himself
and objectifies his self-image. To stop reflecting takes him back to himself.
Similarly, this is Art’s core of sensibility; to make art means you stop
reflecting and you enter becoming. To reflect is to exit.
Art is not only how we relate with exteriority and how cultural production
is formulated and applied. Whether mirroring nature or constructing new
connectivity and perplexity for our emotional world, Art is an imprint of
how our nature is being palpated. It’s the same water where Narcissus is
staring, where the thing tries to win over the idea of the thing.
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(Fig.3) Jean Cocteau, The Blood of a Poet, 1932
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Narcissus’ pool deals with an impossible exchange, indeed. His own
reflection serves for him as the image par excellence. He may perceive his
self-image in a similar way a poet does with writing, kneeling besides a
blank page. That is a pure state, a tabula rasa, a place where in order to
acquire the non-acquirable, one has to step into one’s own abyss.
When it comes to perception, how is one to feel and justify the awareness
of existence? To acquire a sense of this, a real trace of anything that would
feel like the thing itself and not a representation, idea or translation of the
thing seems “intangible”. For instance, how death is to be perceived in its
totality, if not with a wishful negation only, i.e. the negation of life? How can
writing be folded back to it and become possibility again, which is exactly
how it feels like, in the first place, yet needs to become realized and “fall
into” self-reflection?
French thinker Maurice Blanchot in 1955 publishes The Space of Literature, his
main theoretical opus, wherein literature and death are examined and their
bold link is, terrifyingly, on display. How both are to be rendered possible that is the main focus of the book:
“To write is to enter into the affirmation of the solitude in which fascination
threatens. It is to surrender to the risk of time’s absence, where eternal starting
over reigns. It is to pass from the first to the third person, so that what happens
to me happens to no one, is anonymous insofar as it concerns me, repeats itself
in an infinite dispersal.” [2]

(Fig.4) Image from "How to make Poems" by Vladimir Mayakovski, 1926
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Q&A

1/ Which is the operation of my desire?
Some impulse dictates that primarily I should be striving for the establishment
of a poetic surface; I need to plant a notion or a sensibility and deal with what
may stem from it.
2/ How is my assemblage validated?
Within the poetic framework, space operates like a chance for an ecstatic
instance or self-mystification. Any event happening there is an event of offering
one’s self back to itself. It is Narcissus in the water, Arthur Rimbaud in Harar. [3]
3/ What becomes of me when I offer myself as a seed to the work itself ?
I perceive myself as a fundamental phenomenology set; a set that ensures
to reflect any extra stimuli back to the set itself, re-encoding its source as a
preexisting one.
4/ How do I govern things there?
In order to establish a reference, translation and a zone where something
can ultimately crystallize into (for I am working with my own psyche and its
limitations), what I need to be striving for is a currency of archetypes and
monoliths, to be used for transaction with the world outside.
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5/ Where is there in me?
When it comes to be experienced, a work should be essentially reduced to its
a-temporality, i.e. a quality that allows no real trace of a finalized output. This is
what or where the work really is (including all its formal qualities).
“Une phénoménologie du récit”, as in Maurice Blanchot’s fiction, where an
incident cannot be decipherable in any other means, apart from its own selfreflection.
6/ How do I fertilize myself ?
The surface of the pool is quite morbid, yet utterly beautiful. Every iridescence
relinks to a vast sensation of something tender that has eclipsed, a libidinal
place, a nymph’s deathbed. That is the surface of the pool: the place where
something fragile had a short and spectacular lifespan. It is like I am invited to
the funeral of everything that was ever innocent and precious in me; the desire to
love, to love tremendously.

7/ What am I made of ?
The boy has a burden close to his neck and close to his chest. The burden is
as natural and pure as pain. The boy’s image is a link with my self-awareness.
The boy is the poet. The boy is my soul. This shall be the snapshot of Narcissus
becoming a flower. The metamorphosis itself, the magic of what we want to
utter in words and then exchange in emotions. It is the promise (coming from
a source that feels like it’s simultaneously human and inhuman) that love shall
arise from its grave.
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EULOGY OF ANONYMOUS

The surface of the pool is a threshold of representation. It is a mirror that
creates, separates, manifests, fabricates, and exposes a division. Narcissus
had to realize that what he saw was only his reflection, yet that was an
encounter with unity and all its body-parts spread out.
When Narcissus realized that the object of his desire didn’t exist, this
correlated to his suddenly arisen sense of subjectivity, which was lethal. His
desire was leading nowhere but back to him. His lover was only a phantasm,
so a phantasm he had to be too. Nevertheless, he did discover himself.
We all see you, Narcissus, leaning your head over the water and the whole
act resembling almost a divine coup de grâce. You have been stricken by a
higher order, only to not suffer any more. You fell in love for the first and
final time, remaining pure and what we get to see from you, Narcissus, is a
snapshot of a young boy; a snapshot taken exactly at the moment when your
innocence was lost.
Narcissus is the cultural limit we have all reached so far, concerning how
one bridges the “gap” between being the thing and thinking of being the
thing. Narcissus symbolizes that abyss, that rigor where human nature,
thought, imagination and experience stop, and nothing of what we could
know or feel advances. In the words of the Irish writer Samuel Beckett:

Imagination
Dead
Imagine [4]
24

(Fig. 5) Rosemarie Trockel, Paranoia, 2013
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Hard to disassociate one from the other, but please try:
Narcissus is not a narcissist.
In the same way that a poet seeks for the right word, dismissing what
doesn’t suffice to crystallize for a vision, Narcissus can be seen as a purist.
I picked just two references, personal favorites of mine, to cover briefly:
Antonin Artaud and Jean Genet, French authors that share an agony or
almost ultimate transcendence by “forming” themselves, which could be
compared with Narcissus’ own process of identification.
Antonin Artaud (1896-1948) was a French avant-garde author of the 20th
century and he is most famous for his “Theatre of Cruelty” manifesto [5] and
his fragmented poetry, which is highly poignant. Susan Sontag’s excellent
essay “Approaching Artaud” is a great source for diving into him. She writes:
“Artaud suffers not from doubt as to whether his ”I” thinks but from a
conviction that he does not possess his own thought. He does not say that he is
unable to think; he says that he does not “have” thoughtwhich he takes to be
much more than having correct ideas or judgments.” [6]

Artaud had to suffer the crystallization of the thinking structures in his
head, experiencing his own consciousness as a cadaver or as alien to him.
Thus he is the most critical of all the poets until then and one of the most
uncompromising spirits, when it came to any value established. Artaud is
one-on-one with his own fluidity of mind and soul. He is Narcissus realizing
that he is alone, staring at a reflection, which is unattainable.
*
Famous French writer Jean-Paul Sartre in 1952 publishes a hard to define,
almost “spiritual” biography of another important French author, Jean
Genet (1910-1986), now considered to be one of the greatest playwrights
of the 20th century. The book is called Saint Genet: Actor and Martyr and it is
at the same time a psychological portrait, literary criticism and existential
phenomenology. Jean Genet was a vagabond and petty thief at a young age.
He spent some time in prisons and wrote, as he said, in order to escape
detention. His writings are unique for their intensity, petrifying honesty and
the bold, sanctified depiction of homoerotic sex.
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“So Genet has become God in reverie. He creates the world and man in his
image; he manipulates the elements, space,light-years; he has gone quite mad.
But the awakening is contained in the dream, for in the depths of his delirium
this imaginary creator of Reality connects with himself as a real creator of an
imaginary world.” [7]

In the same way that Narcissus constitutes Narcissus’ universe, Genet is an
auto-mythological creature, in pursuit of his own reflection everywhere. His
actions and his writing are automatically justified, purified and sanctified
by him alone. There is an encoding/decoding process, which transforms
anything into fractions of his identity. In an alchemical universe such as this
one, things only succumb to being pulled in so strongly that they become
mere parts of the very source that attracts them.
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1.2
Nautics

old pond
a frog leaps in
water’s sound
Bashō
Goddess Nemesis lures Narcissus into the pool, where he encounters his
self-image. Narcissus believes to be lost in the story, but what happens is
that he orientates himself exactly where he needs to be for things to unfold.
Echo is always perfectly situated as well. She talks when it is essential for her
voice to complete Narcissus’ cycle of desire. Narcissus, Echo and the pool
are a constellation.
Navigation is a critical issue when one tries to make art: Where to go? How
to reveal something? How to associate and connect areas? How to decode
how you feel, how to map it? It seems like desire knows the infrastructure
of any network, yet it feels like desire is blind. There seems to be a perfect
explanation for every account, yet one is always face to face with a mirror
made just for them. If there is such a thing like a generic manual for dealing
with one’s mirror, that is a manual that still requires one to re-design it and
pass it on almost undecipherable. As I mentioned before, one has to enter
becoming, rather than reflect upon it, for things to be unfolded as new
things.
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PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY

With psychogeography one constitutes a physical mind-map that elaborates
in exciting and anarchic ways on the relationship one builds with his or
her surroundings. What is psychogeography? According to Guy DeBord,
author of Society of the Spectacle and founding member of the Situationist
International:
“Psychogeography sets for itself the study of the precise laws and specific
effects of the geographical environment, whether consciously organized or
not, on the emotions and behavior of individuals.” [8]

It is vital to contemplate on the massive effect the specific geography of
one’s place has on the way that person connects with his or her inner world.
What he or she sees when going for a walk and what the walk does to their
thoughts; the buildings and the streets, the route that was slightly different.
James Joyce becoming Dublin. Fernando Pessoa becoming Lisbon. One
takes the streets and connects dots the way he or she likes. To become a
flâneur. Allowing the place to make a mould of the soul. Do you remember
the baby stroller and all the rides with it? Is that why you became a poet? I
wonder… How many places by now are living organisms within your mind?
Psychogeography constitutes a radically personal map, a free network of
unprecedented routes, associations and interconnectivity; it is much like a
rhizome, in my view.
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RHIZOME

French thinkers Deleuze and Guattari, in their collaboration project
Capitalism and Schizophrenia, comprising two books, Anti-Oedipus and A
Thousand Plateaus, borrow the botanical rhizome (an underground stem of
a plant that develops horizontally sending out roots and shoots) to create
a concept that rejects hierarchic, tree-like, vertically working structures,
favoring only binary or dualist distributions. Instead they propose a new
model of culture based on the rhizome:
“(…), unlike trees or their roots, the rhizome connects any point to any other
point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature; it
brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even nonsign states. The
rhizome is reducible neither to the One nor the multiple.” [9]

Seeing through these eyes, one wouldn’t fail to start discovering new
connections and their blueprint: From the wasp connecting to the orchid,
all the way up to World Wide Web, thinking in rhizomatic terms prompts to
free processes, flows and mapping.
(…) “a rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between
things, interbeing, intermezzo.” [10]

Since the rhizomatic model of thought is opposed to the representative
model of the tree, why not try to test it using the West’s top representation
currency? Narcissus. (As I mentioned in the beginning, I want to use him
as a rhizomatic virus). I see the rhizome working like a poem or a stroll; it
wants to establish no regime. It is mostly a pure process and an exercise of
freedom, a stream of consciousness, a new unexpected route.
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(Fig. 6) Illustration based on A Thousand Plateaus, Marc Ngui
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Let’s go back to Ovid for a note concerning routes, flow and distribution. In
the part “Echo sees Narcissus” we get to know two crucial things:
i. River god Cephisus rapes the naiad [11] Liriope and she
gets pregnant with Narcissus.
ii. Cephisus and Liriope ask blind seer Tiresias whether
Narcissus will live a long life and he replies: “If he does
not discover himself.”
What we get to see already is that this is a story of return: Narcissus’ parents
are water deities and that makes him indeed water coming back to water. By
finding that fountain, Narcissus not only finds himself, but also meets his
(tragic) destiny.
Narcissus comes to existence after an act of sexual assault. He is
the seed of a brute physical force that makes him the heir of a traumatic
psychosomatic energy field. A field like that can only hinder him from a
healthy process of identification. Barbara Weir Huber, exploring the myth
of Eros and Psyche in Transforming Psyche, writes:
“The violence inherent in rape results in a profound, painful, and traumatic
estrangement for the son: from identification with the father and from a
mature and affective sexual identity. Both are doubly difficult because of an
understandable emotional identification with the mothers trauma.” [12]

The only wayout for Narcissus is to force the hand of chance and let a new
flow emerge. That demands acceptance and bravity.
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Narcissus as Queer

queer (adj.)
c. 1500, "strange, peculiar, eccentric," from Scottish, perhaps from
Low German (Brunswick dialect) queer "oblique, off-center," related
to German quer "oblique, perverse, odd," from Old High German
twerh "oblique," from PIE root *terkw- "to twist."

Desire is a driving force and its sensibilities are like poetics:
They have to break free, establish new connections and
offer space for empathy, openness and beauty, accepting no
predetermined blueprint for their operation.
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2.1
XTC

When it comes to the theme of tragic love, fiction is no pauper: Eros and
Psyche, Orpheus and Eurydice, Abelard and Eloise, Tristan and Isolde and
Romeo and Juliet… I let you be the judge, whether or not Narcissus and
Echo belong to the same tier with those tragic love all-stars.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

/ Narcissus has never loved before
/ Echo falls in love with him at first sight
/ Echo waits for the right moment to reveal her love
/ Narcissus gets lost and calls for his fellow hunters
/ Echo talks back to him, repeating his words
/ Narcissus is enchanted, without having seen her
/ Echo decides to reveal herself
/ Narcissus is shocked by that and rejects her
/ Echo’s heart is broken and she starts to fade away
/ Narcissus is lured into the clearing with the pool
/ Narcissus gets enchanted by his reflection
/ Narcissus doesn’t realize the reflection is his
/ Echo stalks him again, this time only as a voice
/ Narcissus declares his love to his reflection
/ Echo, while hidden, listens to him
/ Echo repeats his words of love back to him
/ Echo, in this way, declares her love to him
/ Narcissus thinks the reflection loves him
/ Narcissus becomes desperate that he cannot touch it
/ Narcissus realizes that the reflection is his
/ Narcissus, heartbroken, stays there and wears out
/ Echo scatters, too
/ Narcissus becomes a flower
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How does one’s orientation advance, when one is attracted to something or
someone external? How do Narcissus and Echo “work” together and how
does Narcissus’ sexuality allow various agents to drive it?
Ovid produces an invisible knot that binds the two lovers tightly together.
Each one is what really completes the other, yet they never touch. Feminist
psychoanalytical theory comprehends that ne complexity of the myth on
a deeper level, trying to see Narcissus and Echo in a way that constitutes a
singularity: Echo translates then as Narcissus’ female Other.
Narcissus, having never loved before, has to scorn all possible lovers
(boys or girls) in the beginning, including Echo. That is not because he
thinks he deserves only the best, but because he expects nothing from all
that. Love has never been cultivated inside him (back to that later). Whether
lovers or equal parts of the same thing, their bond talks not about love and
identity formation as a realization, but rather as a potential. It is purity and
its dynamics that are at stake here.
*
Let’s look at Tiresias’ critical role in the myth: Narcissus represents vision
and reflection, and Tiresias is quite matching indeed, for he is a seer, yet
blind. The juicy part is how he lost his eyesight. Ovid writes that the seer
once came across two snakes copulating and when he disturbed them, this
miraculously turned him into a woman. He “thrived” like this for seven
years. Then he stumbled across the two snakes copulating again and by
disturbing them on purpose this time, he was transformed back into a
man. Now, when goddess Juno and god Jupiter got into a quarrel about
the pleasures of love (whether a man or a woman gains more from them),
Tiresias undoubtedly was the one to shed some light on this. Jupiter was
arguing that a woman gains more from love, and Tiresias did confirm it.
Unfortunately, Juno didn’t like that and damned him to lose his eyesight.
Jupiter decided, in exchange, to mitigate the punishment, giving Tiresias
the gift of seeing into the future.
Concerning the myth and his strategic role in it, I see Tiresias covering
all the basic themes of the story, whether it is about Narcissus seeing his
image and losing himself in it (vision, reflection), or Narcissus and Echo’s
union, a perfect union in plan, which never attained a physical form (theme
of gender and desire).
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(Fig. 7, 8) Tiresias in action
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PANDROGENY

In 1993, avant-garde artist, musician and occultist Genesis P-Orridge
embarked with wife Lady Jaye on a rather special project called “Pandrogeny”.
The project was influenced by William S. Burroughs’ cut-up technique, and
dealt with body modification and merging identities. The duo underwent
expensive surgical alteration to start resembling each other, thus merging
into a single pandrogynous being, expressing the belief that the self is pure
consciousness, trapped within the DNA-governed body.
This is Narcissus and Echo trying to touch.
This is Tiresias exchanging gender.
“We started out, because we were so crazy in love, just wanting to eat each other
up, to become each other and become one. And as we did that, we started to see
that it was affecting us in ways that we didn’t expect. Really, we were just two
parts of one whole; the pandrogyne was the whole and we were each other’s
other half.” [13]

(Fig.9) Genesis and Lady Jaye
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PUER ETERNUS

Narcissus has been linked with homoerotic symbolism, due to his desire
for his self-image, who is also a young boy. I see him falling more easily,
however, into the category of queer. That is due to the more fluid, nonnormative nature of the term. I said before; Narcissus is not a narcissist,
since he falls in love with someone who at first is perceived to be someone
else than him. Could Narcissus be a pandrogynous creature, yet complete
on his own? Narcissus doesn’t need another half to complete himself, but
rather the illusion of another half. It is desire that drives things and that is
what creates the phantom (phantasy) for Narcissus, who cannot escape it.
Sexual behavior is constructed by social context and interaction. Narcissus’
parents, in fear of Tiresias prophesy, probably raised a person who shouldn’t
ever “discover” himself. Therefore, Narcissus needs not much at all in his
early life. He is happy with fewer things and less people. He doesn’t learn
how to desire anything, because that would lead him to a critical evaluation
of who he is. There are no testing areas or people for him to connect to and
make him see himself. That is why he scorns all possible lovers later on.
Like Kaspar Hauser, the 19th century German youth who had spent almost all
of his life alone in total isolation in a dark cell, Narcissus must have known
nothing about the world or love. Not being able to identify his image in the
fountain proves exactly that (allegorically or not). If Narcissus’ early sexual
behavior (not to be confused with his sexual orientation) is anything at all,
that is asexual.
Narcissus is a “puer aeternus” (an eternal boy). Nymphs and young boys
try to seduce him, but he is impervious to that. The moment that he falls in
love with the reflection in the pool, though, all veils suddenly fall; that is a
moment of transgression.
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(Fig. 10) Henry Darger, 6 Episode 3: Place Not Mentioned. Escape during violent storm, still
fighting though persed for long distance, Mid-20th century

American artist and writer Henry Darger (1892-1973) is probably the most
famous outsider-art reference one could come across nowadays. He was
a reclusive artist, considered to be a mad genius and he produced tons of
material of work, which includes mostly large composition of drawings
and a lot of literary work. In his universe, it is all about children, who are
depicted in various ways that escape the criteria of any criticism or reference.
It is a strange mythology that is also fascinating. In those worlds of Henry
Darger, girls are always depicted with a small penis, just like the boys.
(Many argue that Henry Darger’s reclusiveness is the reason for that. He
probably wasn’t aware of female anatomy then). Imagine a “Kaspar Hauser”
drawing children, small girls with penises. Whether that has been the case
or not doesn’t really concern me. What strikes me, though, is that I see a
universe full of Narcissus. That is my association. It is a universe full of the
puer aeternus, a universe where Narcissus never met his self-image.
In Darger’s drawings, you see wars; you see apocalyptical imagery,
children with guns, children being executed by authority, strange semimythological creatures in all kinds of settings. You see bliss and terror.
Perhaps it is the pool of Narcissus, itself. It is an alternative reality that
transcends you, giving you a truth which is clean from everything that you
were taught.
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(Fig. 11) Album cover of American experimental rock band Swans, 1986
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2.2
Buds

“The sea continuously jerks off.”
Georges Bataille

It’s hard to depict Narcissus’ sexuality and not deal with gay pornography.
(Henry Darger could be a possible exception). If we follow this path for
Narcissus, we are most likely heading to what is offered by the gay sailor
fetishism, which validates some of my previous arguments as well: We get
the water element, for sure, but most importantly we get this distorted type
of purity, this ultra white, traumatic boyish stroke. We get the ship as a cellvessel, thus detention, which certainly stirs things quite a bit.

(Fig. 12) Greek Sailor Hat (Aegean Fisherman's Cap)
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Jean Genet wrote Querelle of Brest in 1947 and, in 1982, filmmaker Rainer
Werner Fassbinder adapted it for the screen. - This was Fassbinder’s “swan
song”, as he overdosed in June 1982). - The plot centers on sailor Georges
Querelle (a thief like Genet) and his interaction with people who are mostly
involved, one way or another, with bar/brothel La Feria. He makes a deal to
sell opium to Nono, the husband of Lysiane, who runs La Feria. Querelle
is bisexual, gets involved with multiple lovers and betrays or kills them for
thrills, profit, or, simply put, out of natural instinct.
Here we get themes that I might call: existentialism for criminals,
glorification of subculture, spiritual prostitution, identity bending and
fetishism of annihilation.
Querelle’s universe is the dark side of Narcissus’ in its most holy, transgressive, glossy and hypermodern way. Perhaps Querelle is the self-image
of Narcissus in the pool; a reflection able to entice and destroy at the same
time.

(Fig. 13) Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Querelle, 1982
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Not illusion, but phantasy: that is the skeleton key for unlocking Narcissus.
Filmmaker James Bidgood followed that stream and in 1971 he created in
his own unconventional way Pink Narcissus. In this too unknown gem, we
dive into Narcissus’s ultra aesthetic solitude with no dialogue or real plot.
Here it’s all about Narcissus getting “drowned” in his private lush gay
phantasies, and the way that happens in the movie (philosophically and
craftsmanship-wise) feels like a heretic visual poem.

https://clampart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2012/03/Bidgood_BlueBoy.jpg

(Fig. 14) James Bidgood, Pink Narcissus, 1971
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petals mixed with pubes; plucked
straight from a saint’s mouth
the signified, the signifier
only briefly separated; lovers
to exchange psyches
in an abandoned nightclub
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(Fig. 15) HAT: Picnic ~ Retro Helmet for Narcissus King. BLINDFOLD: Picnic
~ Blindfold, Narcissus white. CAPE: (Milk Motion) ~ Narcissus collection, My
Narcissus Cape. PENIS: <Abyss> ~ ID 2043-3 Genitilia (flacid) (Part of Winter
Warrior skin set.) POSE: chicada by nil Giha ~ Waiting Myself. /// Image by
Galliano Boucher
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Narcissus as Junkie

narcotic (n.)
late 14c., from Old French narcotique (early 14c.), noun use of
adjective, and directly from Medieval Latin narcoticum, from Greek
narkotikon, neuter of narkotikos "making stiff or numb," from narkotos,
verbal adjective of narcoun "to benumb, make unconscious," from
narke "numbness, deadness, stupor, cramp" (also "the electric ray"),
perhaps from PIE root *(s)nerq- "to turn, twist." Sense of "any illegal
drug" first recorded 1926, American English. Related: Narcotics.

Since archaic times, substances have acted as mediators that
would extend, enhance and renegotiate one’s connectivity with
exteriority. Taking substances can be not only entertainment
(on its own terms), but also an intellectual/spiritual
exploration, hence the term psychonautics (from psyche +
nautics).

Narcissus

}

wants the flower
takes a drag
falls into a deep sleep
discovers true self
pushes opium
forgets he exists
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3.1
Je est un autre

(Fig.16) Giorgos Tsiongas
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3.2
Altar

In his text “Who in the depths…”, Artaud manages to link childhood, death
and drugs in a few pages: He writes about how in our adult lives, our mind
sends the breath of death in waves that pass through our bodies and our
dreams, invading us, presenting true despair and leaving us with its rotten
taste. It’s only in childhood, he continues, that this profound sensation is
experienced as a state in which all this is not invading us, but is revealed to
us as ancient wisdom about our nature. Artaud concludes that this is the
same state one reaches with intoxication by drugs.
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(Fig. 17) Sally Mann, Candy Cigarette, 1989
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(Fig. 18) Page from “Who in the depths, …” by Antonin Artaud, c. 1927
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Narcissus as Seer

seer (n.)
late 14c., "one to whom divine revelations are made," agent noun
from see (v.). Originally rendering Latin videns, Greek bleptor (from
Hebrew roeh) in Bible translations (such as I Kings ix.9). Literal
sense of "one who sees" is attested from early 15c.

It’s all about ecstacy. Yet, Narcissus has to turn into a flower,
specifically. This is a call for alchemy and mysticisim. The
true aim here is not finding gold or god, but rather one's
psychological transformation and submission to merging.
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4.1
Monoliths

Why don’t we pay a short visit to the goddesses Demeter and Persephone?
I know, they belong to a different myth, but as I said, a rhizome is all about
free networks and detours. Don’t worry; Greek myths have the luxury of not
having a real beginning or end, since every hero or god could be a nexus for
something else.
Going now to the second Homeric Hymn: “To Demeter”, we learn that
Demeter was the Olympian goddess of harvest and fertility of the earth and
Persephone (or Kore) was her daughter (Kore in Greek means maiden, girl
or daughter). Certain gods were wooing the latter, while over-protective
Demeter was trying to keep her away from them. Kore was gathering
flowers in a field once, when she came across a narcissus. The flower was
really standing out and its beauty bewitched her, so she decided to PLUCK
it in order to have it. So she did and then HELL UNLEASHED, literally. This
was nothing but a trap of Hades, lord of the Underworld, who wanted to
take her with him and make her his queen.
It took goddess Demeter some time to find out what had happened
with her missing daughter, but when she did, mother and daughter finally
reunited in the city of Eleusis (Eleusis means arrival in Greek). However,
before Hades was to give her back, he offered to Kore some pomegranate
seeds and by trying them, she fell into another trap: tasting food in
the Underworld meant that you had to come back. Hades, in that way,
could keep Kore for the duration of a whole winter (1/3 of a year) in the
Underworld. The remaining time of the year, she could spend with goddess
Demeter on Earth.

(Fig. 19) Water symbol in Alchemy
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Kore is symbolizing the vitality and curiosity of youth, just like Narcissus. The
flower she decides to pluck symbolizes sexual activation and surrendering
to one’s raw desire, in a way that is catastrophic. Together they are Adam
and Eve, losing their heavens.
In the city of Eleusis, the cult of Demeter and Persephone evolved into the
Eleusinian Mysteries, held once every year. These were religious rites and
ceremonies, which not only became the most famous of all the cult festivals
in ancient Greece, but also the ones that thrived the longest (almost 2000
years). A couple of reasons for this may be:
Anyone could attend them (man, woman, slave or free man).
You could attend them only once in your lifetime.
You were forbidden to share what had happened there.
Quite intriguing, and yet some scholars and popular culture tend to believe
that the character of the Mysteries (since dealing with visions and afterlife)
refers to the use of psychedelic drugs and experiences of altered states
of mind, hence their popularity and longevity. For an excellent resource
for the history of psychoactive plants and their connection to human
evolution, I would recommend Terence McKenna and his book Food of the
Gods. Concerning the Eleusinian Mysteries now, McKenna quotes Wasson,
Hofmann [14] and Ruck and their “Ergotized Beer Theory”:
“Clearly ergot of barley is the likely psychotropic ingredient in the Eleusinian
potion. Its seeming symbiotic relationship to the barley signified an appropriate
expropriation and transmutation of the Dionysian spirit to which the grain,
Demeter’s daughter, was lost in the nuptial embrace with earth. Grain and
ergot together, moreover, were joined in a bisexual union as siblings, bearing
at the time of the maiden’s loss already the potential for her own return and
for the birth of the phalloid son that would grow from her body. A similar
hermaphroditism occurs in the mythical traditions about the grotesquely fertile
woman whose obscene jests were said to have cheered Demeter from her grief
just before she drank the potion.” [15]

Who would have thought that sex, mythology and chemistry would be
working together in one paragraph, in order to support the view of possible
use of psychedelic drugs in ancient Greece?
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Now, leaping to the chemistry of the Middle Ages, we all know as alchemy,
we get to see how its metaphysic task is identical with that we find in the
universe of Narcissus:
“(…), to resolve or even annihilate every conflict produced by the antagonism
of matter and mind, idea and form, concrete and abstract, and to dissolve all
appearances into one unique expression which must have been the equivalent
of spiritualized gold.” [16]

The quote above belongs to Artaud who drew analogies between alchemy
and theater, believing that they both strive to bring us back to a primordial
state of purification and unity. As he underscores, this absolute state refers
mostly to psychic projection and the mind’s transformation. “All true
alchemists, know that the alchemical symbol is a mirage, he says, “as the
theater is a mirage.”
Narcissus is looking for gold and finds it when he merges with himself. As
we are going to see in the next chapter, however, any transformation is a
demand executed in the domain of violence.
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4.2
Patientia

“The poet makes himself a seer by a long, prodigious, and rational disordering
of all the senses. Every form of love, of suffering, of madness; he searches
himself, he consumes all the poisons in him,...”
Arthur Rimbaud

(Fig. 20) Vincent Van Gogh, Sunflowers (1st version), 1888
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Narcissus as Mantis

mantis (n.)
1650s, "type of insect that holds its forelegs in a praying position"
(especially the praying mantis, Mantis religiosa), Modern Latin, from
Greek mantis, literally "one who divines, a seer, prophet," from
mainesthai "be inspired," related to menos"passion, spirit," from PIE
*mnyo-, suffixed form of root *men- (1) "to think," with derivatives
referring to qualities and states of mind or thought. (compare mania
and -mancy). The insect so called for its way of holding the forelimbs
as if in prayer.

This chapter is mostly about applied desire: hunting. This is
where we go from flower to insect, only to bring them together
in a fine multiplicity. Let us look at Narcissus’ waltz with the
praying mantis. Let us find the nests with all the nymphs. Let
us devour some heads.

5.1
Meme

(Fig. 21) Origami Mantis, Instructions Sheet by Robert J. Lang
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Narcissus is a hunter (when Echo sees him for the first time, he is “driving
frightened deer into his nets”). This reinforces the enticing nature of the
story; Echo wants to be “caught”. Isn’t this a story of allure and desire,
among other things? Narcissus captures almost everyone’s heart thanks to
his beauty, whereas he is taken hostage by his own self-image.
My personal interest in this fascinating creature came while reading Optical
Unconscious by art theorist Rosalind E. Krauss. In the fourth chapter she
goes back to the 1930s and intellectual Roger Caillois, who studied (in awe)
the case of the praying mantis. Please, first make sure that we are dealing
with an insect which classifies as a sexual cannibal. The male mantis is
“attacking” from the rear, it begins to copulate with the (larger in size)
female and suddenly Mrs. Mantis turns her head and starts devouring Mr.
Mantis’ head. Yes. The really interesting part is that Mr. Mantis doesn’t stop
copulating, even though he loses his head.
It seems like it’s all about camouflage and mimetic behavior to the extreme
for the praying mantis. We are dealing with a creature that plays dead, not
only to defend itself against its predators, but even when it gets decapitated.
There you have it, a creature capable of simulating death. Regarding
mimicry now, as a rather psychotic yielding to the call of “space”, where the
boundaries of inside and outside fail to be maintained, Caillois compares
this to the schizophrenic experience and the devouring force of space in it:
the individual, in body and mind, becoming space.
I see Narcissus upon Narcissus, in turn… This enduring will to merge with
his self-image, at the cost of self-annihilation. I wouldn’t mind calling that
a poetic nuclear fusion myself. Krauss writes:
“In this sense of the double that stands at the border between life and death
not as a barrier, a marker of difference, but as the most porous of membranes,
allowing the one side to contaminate the other, the mantis, like the android,
like the robot, like the epileptic in seizure, is a messenger of the uncanny, a
harbinger of death.” [17]
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(Fig. 22-27) Mantises (Source Unknown) + Quotes [18]
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if orientation is a
matter of how we
reside in space,
then sexual
orientation might
also be a matter of
residence; of how
we inhabit spaces
as well as “who” or
“what” we inhabit
spaces with.
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how bodies
take shape through
tending toward
objects that are
reachable, that are
available within the
bodily horizon.
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orientations
shape not only
how we inhabit
space, but how
we apprehend this
world of shared
inhabitance, as
well as “who” or
“what” we direct
our energy and
attention
toward.
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spaces are not
exterior to bodies;
instead, spaces are
like a second skin
that unfolds
in the folds
of the body.
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space
acquires
“direction”
through
how bodies
inhabit it, just as
bodies acquire
direction in this
inhabitance.
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if sexual
orientation
becomes
a matter of
being,
then “being” itself
becomes(sexually)
orientated.
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In the work of Francesca Woodman, now, especially in her “House Series”,
one finds a young girl as a phantom. Her skin is the skin of the house. Like
a mantis, she is imitating her life and her death. She is camouflaging herself
into faded wall tapestries, behind objects, and she literally becomes an
interior presence lost in her self-imposed encapsulation. A matter of space
and identity: It is Narcissus situating himself in front of his self-image,
becoming one with it, and this forcing him to become detached from life.
In the vast majority of Woodman’s photographs, she is the only model
behind the lens. With her long exposure techniques, she is at the same time
in front and behind her camera. Her solitude is fighting with her creativity.
We see a psyche kicking against the artistic mission of its own liberation.
Like Narcissus, Woodman remained forever young, taking her own life at
22.
A female mantis, devouring her own head.
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(Fig. 28) Francesca Woodman, House #3, Providence, Rhode Island, 1976
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5.2
Ecdysis

“Now I wish to introduce the following idea. Between the age limits of nine
and fourteen there occur maidens who, to certain bewitched travelers, twice
or many times older than they, reveal their true nature which is not human, but
nymphic (that is, demoniac); and these chosen creatures I propose to designate
as ‘nymphets’.”
Lolita, Vladimir Nabokov

Regarding Narcissus and my thesis, the nymph serves me in two ways:
Primarily, it refers to the minor deity linked with natural settings, like water
or mountain (e.g. Echo). Additionally, a nymph is the pre-adult reproductive
stage of some insects (like the praying mantis) where their metamorphosis
is still incomplete. They look like wingless adults.
In arthropods, like the praying mantis, ecdysis refers to the molting
of their exoskeleton. It also means stripping off your clothes in Greek.
For Narcissus, stripping off his self-image equals with something more
horrific: It is like having to endure your desire to be skinned, your head
bitten off while having sex.
This mix of horror and desire brings us to territories that French
thinker Georges Bataille explored from the late 1920s to the late 1950s.
Bataille’s reading of Marquis de Sade established for him a definite link
between violence, desire, eroticism and death. He writes in the introduction
of Eroticism:
“Not only do we find in the uneasy transitions of organisms engaged in
reproduction the same basic violence which in physical eroticism leaves us
gasping, but we also catch the inner meaning of that violence. What does
physical eroticism signify if not a violation of the very being of its practitioners?”
- a violation bordering on death, bordering on murder?” [19]
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(Fig. 29) Nymphet/Sneakers, Source Unknown
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(Fig. 30) Nymphet/Corsage, Source Unknown
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Narcissus as Acephalus

acephalous (adj.)
"headless," 1731, from French acéphale + -ous or directly from Late
Latin acephalus, from Greek akephalos. See a- (3) "not" + cephalo"head." Principally in botany and zoology, but also "without a leader"
(1751). The Acephali "fabulous men with no heads" is from c. 1600,
from Late Latin plural of acephalus, from Greek akephalos; also in
Church history in reference to sects that refused to have priests or
bishops (1620s). Related: Acephalian (1580s); acephalic (1650s).

Acephalus means headless. It is the male praying
mantis copulating, right after the female mantis ate its
head. It is Narcissus plunging his head into the water,
realizing that the true object of desire is lost. It is Echo
becoming only a voice. It is you, losing your grip on
reality; becoming a body without organs. [20]

6.1
Inmate

“I desire the things which will destroy me in the end.”
Sylvia Plath

One could argue that there is this (blind) desire in Narcissus to return to
where (or when) the self was experiencing itself directly and non-split, that
he’s instinctively looking for a real self, a self which is clean from all trauma.
Unfortunately, a sense of a real self is presented only as an apparition
through senses and thought. Isn’t it a series of small deaths that constitutes
our memories and awareness of what is lived, what was purely there, but
now has merely its reflection left? Is our awareness of the self just a death
mask of the real self, which is not there anymore? Like Narcissus, we try to
grasp this reflection in the pool but the image dissolves. It cannot be caught.
Philosopher John Gray, in his book Straw Dogs, is attacking some typically
comfy assumptions:
“The I is a thing of the moment, and yet our lives are ruled by it. We cannot
rid ourselves of this inexistent thing. In our normal awareness of the present
moment the sensation of selfhood is unshakeable. This is the primordial
human error, in virtue of which we pass our lives as in a dream.” [21]

My volition? My morality? My faith? My happiness? Whether all of these are
illusions or not, the real deal is what is done and what is told about them,
from one source back to the same. It is the fiction that dominates our lives,
transcribed to action. We tell ourselves that this is the thing, this is what I
experience, this is how it makes me feel, and so on. Whether or not we are
the agents of our actions, our world is shaped by us in a reflective way, at
least. In any case, you are reading my thesis. Now I go for pee-pee.
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(Fig. 31) Acardius Acephalus. Source: https://www.lfp.cuni.cz
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Prescription to be dispensed: among its many readings, one major angle of
the myth deals with self-identification and this is how Sigmund Freud chose
to read it. As we know, the evolution of human sciences in the early 20th
century in the West (marked by all the neo-Platonic offerings of Renaissance
thought and onwards) led at one point to the field of psychoanalysis and
Sigmund Freud. His interpretation/use of ancient myths, like that of
Narcissus, brought in existence some new concepts that would dominate in
thought dealing with how a psychic world might constitute itself.
In 1914 Freud publishes his essay “On Narcissism”, where he introduces
the concept of “primary narcissism”, the complex impulse that exists in all
individuals, and is intended for the care of the self or the sexual desire for
others. “Secondary narcissism”, according to Freud, is a deviation from the
former. It occurs when desire withdraws from objects in the world (e.g. in
schizophrenia). Finally, his concept of the “ego ideal” basically explores the
relationships between the ego and the external objects and the projections
that take place in the course of an idealization process towards all external
stimuli. Emphasis is laid on its key role in psychosexual development.
Advancing now, Jacques Lacan, in 1936, started developing the concept
of the “mirror stage”, up to its 1949 version, concluding that the ego
and its formation are a result of a conflict, due to the introduction of an
imaginary dimension of the subject. The infant is provided with a sense
of its wholeness, only after seeing itself as double or split in the mirror,
perceiving its reflection as the "Ideal-I". This stage (self ≠ other) brings
a feeling of something missing, and catapults one to the realm of shared
cultural meaning, the Symbolic, where one finds signifiers and language.

No Oedipus references here!
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What else? In the early eighties, Julia Kristeva lays the emphasis on the presymbolic functions happening in the maternal body, and their crucial role
in the production of subject and culture. Kristeva contrasts the Symbolic
realm (law, language, culture) with her concept of the Semiotic (or chora,
maternal space) that is associated with the mother-child dyad and the
archaic mother (poetic, musical, rhythmic: resistant to meaning). Kristeva
pushes towards an understanding of a more fluid state in regards to the
identification of the subject; a subject always in process.
In The Powers of the Horror: An Essay on Abjection Kristeva uses her notion
of abjection, "what disturbs, identity, system, order", in order to describe a
“narcissistic crisis”: That is when a subject driven by conflicts of the order
of the Symbolic, it manages to withdraw to itself in such a manner, that
desire for another object is blocked.
it is water and flux;
my rhizome and my fractal, installed.
it is the amniotic fluid in my mother’s belly;
rushing through.
it is desire becoming creativity,
becoming something alive, fresh and unknown;
something totally me

(Fig. 32) Henri Rousseau, Child With A Puppet, c. 1903
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Acephalus
a one-act play

Characters
(in order of appearance)

Sigmund Freud
Acephalus
Giorgos Tsiongas
Linear writing
Psychosexual Development
Phallus
Georges Bataille
Henry Darger
Body without Organs
Anus
Primary Narcissism
Desire
Narcissus
Frightened Deer
Academia
Gilles Deleuze
Echo
Fetish
Mr. Mantis
Mrs. Mantis
Castration Complex
XX Chromosome
Roger Caillois
Medusa
Ovid
Death
Maurice Blanchot
Free Will
Love
Addiction
Ego Ideal
Taboo
Tiresias
Reflection of Narcissus
Nymhet#1
Nymphet#2
Random Fountain
Non-Appearing
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Dawn.
A few fountains spread all over the landscape.
Boiling water.
Sigmund Freud:
This chapter is missing something.
Acephalus:
Damn right.
Giorgos Tsiongas:
Shut up!
(Silence.)
Linear writing:
I’m done.
Psychosexual Development:
Fuck no.
Phallus:
There is someone coming…
Georges Bataille:
Acéphale is my baby.
(He shows his credentials.)
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Henry Darger:
No penis?
Body without Organs:
Enough bullshit.
Anus:
Well said.
(Silence.)
Primary Narcissism:
Just let me take care of this.
Desire:
No, I call the shots!
Narcissus:
I’m bored.
Frightened Deer:
Thank god.
(A smell of urine in the air.)
Academia:
This was going so well…
Gilles Deleuze:
Narcissus, you are drooling.
Echo:
Drooling! Drooling!
Fetish:
Here, in my mouth!
(Mr. & Mrs. Mantis start copulating.)
Castration Complex:
Honestly, there is nothing missing.
XX Chromosome:
Fuck off!
(Roger Caillois starts sobbing.)
(A silhouette appears from a distance.)
Uterus:
Hellooooo! Anyone?
(Long silence.)
Ovid:
I’m out.
Death:
Shhhh!
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Maurice Blanchot:
Shhhh!
Free Will:
Ha ha!
(A passing shower.)
Love:
I think this is a good ending.
Addiction:
I say we need a bit more.
Ego Ideal:
I am not pleased either.
(Taboo appears and lies down awkwardly).
(Tiresias yawns.)
Reflection of Narcissus:
That is all?
(Nymphet#1 & Nymphet#2 hold hands.)
Random Fountain:
Hot.
(Curtains.)
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6.2
Angel of Transgression

all means – commencing virgin

fun – ajar – no one can stop me

merging intensity with tenderness – by

feelings – acquiring positions to have
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Post/Face:
Coup de grâce

coup de grace (n.)
1690s, from French coup de grâce, literally "stroke of grace;" the
merciful death-blow that ends another's suffering (see coup).

(da capo?)

no new places were to sink
love may had to find a resting spot
as condensed as possible
the burial of its elements
no further registration
each atom
may be sealed in tenderness
not one to be removed
a perfect set of shut blue eyes
then to decompose oneself
would not necessarily
translate into ecstasy
we need another type of symbol
to represent purity
touch is to be forgotten for good
that is clear
the former socket
should make space
for a more stray vice
this will secure
that youth stays azure
so life is lit
i would have been sand myself
a hanging gaze
a free sound with no limbs
so much of a first promise
a bruised knee
nothing would have been more daring
or vulgar than an eyelash quartet
i could just be placed on your breast
like a tiny corpse
of a strange flower
did you compare me
with a pebble/perhaps
down the throat
a sleeping heart
life /there is no suffering
life /there is no advancing
my drowned lovers
angel decay > glissando (death)
angel decay > pizzicato (death)
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penetration of a flower
(who is the rose stunt?)
no voice commands terror
the creature as thought
/glimmering
disconnected from power
little body with no genitals
a diamond structure exploding
there is you and me
strangled by a new sense
to be youme can be good
to be meyou can be good
the last phrases took all the oxygen (sluts)
i cannot produce
any self-sustained feelings
what suffices for any exchange
<>
only youbaby \spleen baby
only me&youbaby \split baby
my/bud
people should be brave
restrain from touching /in general
the gimp is dead
long live the gimp
chest/ peekaboo
heart/ peekaboo
symmetry for the inexperienced lover
water shall go back to water
sweet sweet castrato
eyes swallowing my eyes
two swallows becoming a knot
together in the sky
from this moment on
there is no ground
no continuum
no matter no idea no form
just a fall of a flower /landing
on a lap
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any tensions
that established heart
as an institution of pain
were flawless
what lurks is the unloved
a drop of a meanwhile
a drop of a cum
night meant nothing
stretched
this is the wilderness
/\
could hear any sound being produced.
feet were numb.
temperature was dropping fast.
started counting the stars above.
was gasping hard.
couldn’t trust my instincts.
couldn’t shut my eyes.
night meant there was no day.
had blocked any movement.
couldn’t tell if awake.
couldn’t command eyelids.
stiff like a carcass.
maybe this is it.
maybe someone is already here.
cannot tell.
shouting at the top of my lungs.
imagining shouting at the top
of my lungs.
not to see
not to hear a thing.
finished.
either day or night.
this is only the present.
memories are memories,
just a thought in someone’s head.
maybe something out of something.
a cloud dancing /decapitated
to be able to proceed making love,
the skin acquires a spoken torture.
to enter
a clear-thinking angel’s throat /tighten light
any sensation can be represented by knots
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pluck: stage 1
maintain: pleasure
to deform sensationalism is a task
of peace /peace above all things excavates
the soft cock
the mark of a rose society that stretches
like s/m comes sadness
like s/m comes madness
only to compare hell with an antenna
should we say uterus /juggling
liquids
only to transport a scent
back and forth
i could just dissolve
the blueprint of my existence
shall remain hidden
in nightclubs
who shall perform now
my gestures
of offering and surrender
there shall be
no more of super-attachment
people will snort lines of blood
people
only a supplement
a beautiful organic scream
of chastity /scattered in air
still a boy
clinging to sweet delirium
well-designed
a soul perfectly casted
such a little fine-tuned torment
okay
become flaccid
someone has to remain
the master of innocence
do as i do
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unwarily
all the contact ever produced
was accumulated in the tip of a tongue
unwarily
we were collecting all dead matter
by kissing on the lips
unwarily
we were only an image
of unwilling devotion to each other
a source of movements
sucking in other sources of movement
type by type
this electron journey
from /a back to a/
to reach purgatory
the analysis of a small detail
its translation into experience
this is the ceiling
this is the floor
nothing in between
but minerals
all straight out of my head
lucky bastard
do your hair like that
i never kissed a boy like you
stand still
your breathing
is an extension of my breathing
we shall escape one at the time
mingle in with everyone
no one will ever know
the cave is white
full of bones
you have to touch it
otherwise it’s not there
the pile is not a pile
but a continent
you have to trust
i am standing on a plateau
defined by broken tissues
there is the formation
of everything familiar to us
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i am all the flowers
i last of the criminals
serving no purpose
a sack of balls an empty sack
the boy kicks the ball
says a kick is a kick
a lot is a lot
so much better
you enter my skin and i blossom
i am a unique entrepreneur
to avenge on touch
superlative me
plural me
one executes a mission of beauty
small vessels out in the open sea
my organs accompanied by clouds
neglected and radiating
lying is binaural
comprehension is binaural
i wanted you to know
that there is love
and that the face of god
is only paper
god is a paper swallow
i guide my hand on your chest
then a tilt
i can hear all the birds
suffocating on bliss
the voice says
this is contempt
this is paradiso terrestre
i have been all the belly
all the cunt
trust in annihilation
i am bringing the new seeds
hold me as beauty spreads
more like this
so you understand death
so you perceive it
as something domestic
i say
there is no real infrastructure
in pain
life is always modern and elegant
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Notes

1. Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. A.S. Kline (Borders Classics, 2004), p. 161
2. Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature, trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln, London:
University of Nebraska Press, 1982), p. 33
3. Harar, Ethiopia: Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1891) stayed there for nearly five years
in total, between 1880 and 1891.
4. “Imagination Dead Imagine” is a short prose text by Samuel Beckett,
published in 1965.
5. The “Theater of Cruelty” manifesto rejects the traditional Western theater
which is depended on dialogue, narrow psychological explorations and
passive audiences. Instead, Artaud’s theory wants to “attack” the senses (in
unconventional ways) and liberate emotions trapped in the subconscious.
6. Susan Sontag, “Approaching Artaud”, Under the Sign of Saturn (New York:
Vintage Books, 1981), p. 18
7. Jean-Paul Sartre, Saint Genet: Actor & Martyr, trans. Bernard Frechtman (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1963), p. 480
8. Quote taken by “Introduction à une critique de la géographie urbaine”
originally appeared in the Belgian surrealist journal Les Lèvres Nues #6
(September 1955). This translation by Ken Knabb is from the Situationist
International Anthology (Revised and Expanded Edition, 2006). No copyright.
9. Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and
Schizophrenia, trans. & foreword by Brian Massumi (London: The Athlone Press
Ltd, 1988) p. 21
10. Ibid., p. 25
11. Naiad: Type of female spirit, or nymph, presiding over fountains, wells,
springs, streams, brooks and other bodies of fresh water
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12. Barbara Weir Huber, Transforming Psyche, (McGill-Queen's Press, 1999), p.32
13. Tamara Palmer (29 December 2008). “Genesis P-Orridge: The Body Politic”.
Suicide Girls. Retrieved 30 January 2013
14. Albert Hofmann: Swiss chemist, famous for first having synthesized and
ingested LSD in 1943
15. R. Gordon Wasson, and Albert Hofmann, and Carl A. P. Ruck, The Road to
Eleusis: Unveiling the Secret of the Mysteries (North Atlantic Books, 2008), p. 57-58
16. Antonin Artaud, “The Alchemical Theater”, The Theatre and its Double, trans.
Mary Caroline Richards (New York: Grove Press, 1958), p.52
17. Rosalind E. Krauss, The Optical Unconscious (MIT Press, 1994), p. 172
18. Sarah Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham
and London: Duke University Press, 2006), p. 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 69
19. Georges Bataille, Erotism: Death & Sensuality, trans. Mary Dalwood (San
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1986), p. 17
20. Body without organs: Metaphysical concept that refers to the most primordial
and chaotic reality of any whole constructed of functioning parts. The term
originates from Antonin Artaud's radio play To Have Done with the Judgment of God
(1947), and Gilles Deleuze began using it in his writing, expanding its meaning,
most notably in the project Capitalism and Schizophrenia, written collaboratively
with Félix Guattari
21. John Gray, Straw Dogs (London: Granta Books, 2002), p. 78
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